## Getting Started

### Initializing the Cash Register

For your cash register to operate properly, you must initialize it before you can use the register for the first time. This involves setting up the following elements of the cash register:

1. **Register mode**
2. **Tax rate**
3. **Two tax programming methods**
4. **Date and time**
5. **Programmed PLU codes**
6. **Paper roll**
7. **Ink roller**
8. **Coin case**

### Setting the Tax Rate

There are two tax programming methods for the cash register:

- **In the absence of location**
- **In the presence of location**

#### Setting the Date and Time

#### Initializing a Paper Roll

#### Setting a PLU Code

#### Checking the Tax Rate

#### Programming the Tax Rate

### Setting the Time

#### Checking the Time and Date

#### Programming the Tax Rate

### Changing Other Settings As Necessary

Your new register is preprogrammed at the factory to operate under the default settings for your area. If you are using the cash register where you live, you may not need to change these settings. However, if you have moved to a new area or are using the cash register in a different location, you may need to change the default settings.

### Sharper Electronics Corporation

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules

### Conclusion

Thank you for choosing Sharpe Electronic Cash Register Model XE-A106. Please read these instructions carefully before operating your machine. Keep this manual for future reference. It will help you solve any operational problems that you may encounter.